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Abstract
We compute the quantum entropy for monomode and two-mode systems set in squeezed
states. Thereafter it is also calculated the quantum entropy for angular momentum algebra
when the system is either in a coherent or in an intelligent spin state. These values are
compared with the corresponding values of the respective uncertainties. In general, quan-
tum entropies and uncertainties have the same minimun and maximun points. However for
coherent and intelligent spin state it is found that some minima for the quantum entropy
turn out to be uncertainty maxima. We feel that the quantum entropy we use provide the
right answer since it is given in an essentially unique way.
1 INTRODUCTION
Some years ago Deutsch [1] proposed a new definition for the quantum uncertainty of a physical
observable which immediately was taken up by Partovi [2] to carefully analyze the measurement of
the system ix,p). Timeago, trying to understand the physical properties of supercoherent states
[3] we started to call this new quantity S(6, [¢ >) _ -I < ¢1¢ > 12In [ < ¢1¢ > 12the quantum
entropy of the system _ in the state I¢ >. In this article we keep using this notation which we feel
is more appropriate. There will not be any sort of ambiguity with the standard use of the density
operator for the statistical quantum entropy since in the following calculations we will only deal
with pure states.
Our motivation is to go further with the quantum entropy and to calculate its values for
physical systems less trivial than the monomode ix,p) one. We take the two-mode system when it
is set on a two-mode squeezed state and the non-canonical, finite, angular momentum algebra of
observables when it is either in a coherent (CSS) or in an intelligent spin state (ISS). Thereafter
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we estimate the (Heisenberg like) uncertainties I of these different systems and compare them
with those previously obtained for the quantum entropy. Roughly speaking S -_ In I implying
coincidence of their extremals. It will be seen that, however, for ISS, it happens that states which
minimize the quantum entropy are local maximuns for corresponding uncertainty.
In the next section we study the continuous, canonical cases of monomodal and two-modes
systems. The third section deal with the three-dimensional angular momentum algebra. In the
last one we discuss the results we have obtained.
The problem we are interested in is to compute the quantum entropy S(}, I_b >) of different
physical systems • = {(z,p); (x±,p±);(Ji)} and if possible to determine the states for which
S(_, I_ >) attains its minimum. In this work we do not solve this problem in its full generality.
We calcule S(_, [_, >) for some subspaces of [_ > and we find the states belonging to these
subspaces for which S is extreme. We take the oportunity to compare with uncertainty functionals
naturally related to these systems. It is worth pointing out what is the origin of the states we
consider: all of them arise through the Heinsenberg relations, either by minimizing uncertainty
functionals I(A, B, I_b >) or by introducing intelligent states, i.e. those states which satisfy the
functional equation I(A, B, kb >) = C([A, B], t_b >) (C is given below).
2 ONE AND TWO MODE SQUEEZED STATES
This is the continous and canonical case. We start considering the monomodal case, where _1 =
{x,p} and the states I_ > for which we calculate S(_1, I_ >) are the squeezed states [4] (SS)
(note the SS arise from the Heinserberg uncertainty relation). If we denote by Iz > the standard
coherent states
[z >=_ D(a,z)[O >, D(a,z) = expizaf - z'a}, (la, lb)
the SS are defined
Iz,r,p >- S_(r,_)lz >,
S_(,, _) - exP{½,(e-2'_a2- e2,_(at))2}.
If one introduces the squeezed annihilation operator a(r, _)
a(r,_o) - S,(r,_)aS1(r,_) - coshr a + e2i¢sinhr at,
the SS turn out to be their eigenvector with eigenvalues z,
a(r,_)lz, r_ >-- zlz, r_ >.
Following Deutsch the quantum entropy S(_1, [_b>) is defined by
s(_,, I,/,>) - s(_, I_,,'_ >) + s(p, 1_,,'_ >)
where
SS(x, Iz, r_ >) __ - oo I < zlz, r_° > 12In [ < xlz, r_ >)1adz
(lc)
(ld)
(2a)
(2b)
(3a)
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where
= 2-z(1 + In{r(Re'_)-x}),
S(p,1_,._ >) - -/f I< p[_,._ 12h_l< p[z,r_ >)12dP>
O0
= 2-'(i + h_{_(Re_)-*}),
7 = (coshr + e2i_sinhr)(coshr - sinhre2i_)-I, .y-Iffi3'(-r,_).
Consequently S has the value
S(_I, l¢ >) = 1 + Ina"+ 2-IIn{l+ sinh22r sin22_}.
(3b)
(3c)
(3d)
(4)
,.._((I)l, IZ,r_ >) attains its minimun 1 + In T in two cases: i. if r=0, i.e. for pure coherent states
since [z, r_ >= Iz > or ii. if ¢ = nr/2, n E Z which corresponds to the proper SS. In both cases
one gets what it has been shown [5] to be the minimun of the quantum entropy for this simple
system.
To obtain the final results is eqs. (4a-b) we have used that [6]
¢{lz,,_ >}(x) =< _lz,,_ >=
= a'-¼(Re'y)¼ exp(-i2-½lm z) exp(i2½Im z)exp{-'_2-_(x - 2½Rez) 2} (5a)
,_{I,,"¢ >}(p) _< plz,r_ >
= x-¼(ReT-')¼ exp(i2-Jlm z)exp(-i2½Im z)exp{-(27)-l(p - 2½Imz)2}. (5b)
The two-mode system @2 - {zi, Pi, i E (1,2)} has two annihilation and two creation operators
ai,a_,
[.,,.!] = _,j, [.,,._] = 0 (6)
The two-mode coherent states are defined by
Iz >-= D(a,z)10 >2---(D(al,zl)® D(a2,z2))[O> ®10 > (7a)
where in an obvious two-dimensionalvectornotation
alz>=zlz>, a m(ai®12x2,12x2®a2) (7b)
The two-mode SS are given by
Iz, r¢ >=- &(r,_)lz >, (8)
Observe that S2(r, _) contains (al, a_) corresponding with two modes we have now in the system.
It is possible to generalize eqs. (2) to
a(r, ¢) - S2(r, _)aS1(r, ¢) = cosh r a + •2'¢ sinh ralat, (ga)
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a(r, _o)lz , r_o >= zlzr _ >. (9b)
these eqs. are based upon
s_(,, _)DCa,-.)S_(,,_) = DCa,M(_,_/zl = DCa,w), (10a/
where M(r, _) is defined by
w -- g(r,_)z - coshr z - e2i_sinhralz = (a,_) T (10b)
(a_ is the standard antidiagonal Pauh matrix). Computation of S(¢2, Iz, r_ >) entails the eva-
luation of S(x, [z, r_ >) and S(p, [z, r_ >),
s(#2, Jz,_ >) = S(x, Iz,,_ >) + S(p, Iz,_ >)
= - ] I < x[z, r_o > [2 In I < xlz, r_ >
- f I < plz, r_ > [2In [ < plz, r_0 12d2p>
= 2{1 + ln_r + 2 -lln{1 +sinh22rsin22_} = 2S(¢l,[z,r_ >). (11)
As it happened for the monomodal case, there are two cases where the entropy has a minimun:
i. for r = 0, wich corresponds to two-mode coherent states and ii. for _o = n_'/2, these are the
proper two-mode squeezed states. Calculation of S(¢2, ]z,r_o >) (11) becomes straightforward
after deducing the two (dual) representation of the wave functions < x]z, r_o >, < p]z, r_0 >. It
can be seen that
l< x[z,r_ > 12= r-lRea{1 - (Re_)2(Rea)-2}½ •
•exp{-Rea(x - 2½Rew) 2 - Re_(x - 2½Rew)Tal (x -- 2½Rew) } (12a)
I < PlZ, r_ > 12= r-'Rea{1 - (Re_)2(Rea)2}½ •
•exp{-Rea(p - 2½Imw) 2 - Re_(p - 2½Imw)Tal(p -- 2½Imw)} (12b)
The uncertainty l(z, p, ]z, r_p >) for the monomodal case is the standard quantity (Ax)2([z, r_ >)
(Ap)2(lz, r_ >). It turns out to be
I(¢_, ]z, r_ >) = 4-1(1 + sinh 2 2r sin 2 _)
Consequently, since S(¢2, ]z,r_ >) -_ C1 + 2 -_ In 1(¢1, ]r_ >) we observe that their minima
coincide. For the two-mode system one has the uncertainty matrix [6] 1(¢2, Iz, r_ >) defined by
I(¢2, Iz,,_ >) -=(Ax)2(Ap)2=
((A_,) 2 (A,,)(A,2) (laa)(_x,)(_x2) (_,_)2 /( (Apl)2 (,_;,,)(A;,2)_
_,(_pl)(A_) (_p2)2 ]
Minimum uncertainty states (MUS) are defined as those for which 1(¢2, [¢ >) -_ 12x2/4. In
the present case we have that
1(¢2, tz, r¢ >) -- 4-1(1 + sinh22r sin29) 12x2.
We have the qualitative situation already discussed for the monomodal case: minima of S(¢2)
and 1(¢2) coincide wuth either two-mode coherent or with proper squeezed states. Now we shift
our interest to consider the less traditional, finite, non canonical system generated by 3-dimensional
angular momentum algebra.
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3 THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM ALGEBRA, COHE-
RENT AND INTELLIGENT SPIN STATES.
The three-dimensional angular momentum algebra _.l provide a simple example of what one might
think to be a general physical system. Its three generators J_, i E (1,2, 3) satisfy the commutation
relations
[Ji, Si] = i¢qiJt. (15)
In general we will think of a physical system _A to be a set of observables OA = {Ai,i 6 wv}
constituting some algebraic structure (i.e. very often this structure is a Lie algebra). The natural
generalization of the quantum entropy definition initiMly given [1] for _1 (eqs. (3)) is
i---p iffip
S(¢A,l_,>)=_,S(A,,l¢>)=__,_,l<a,l¢>121nl<a,l¢,>l 2 (16a)
i----0 i----1 _
where ]al > are the eigenstates with eigenvalues al of the observable Ai,
Ailai >= ai]ai > • (16b)
Actually, a physical system • might be considered represented by different sets of observables
{Ai}, {Bi}, "" wich can be thought as equivalent quantum atlases which represent ¢.
In terms of field theory one is thinking in the possibility of {B_} being a redefinition of the
initial observables {A_}.
An already interesting, and non trivial example is whether, following this definitions of a phys-
ical system, _t = {x,p} can also be represented by {N = afa, _}, the number and a convenient
phase operator [7]. Of course, one expects that the quantum entropy of a physical system • must
be independent of its quantum representation, S(_A, i_b >) = S(_s, I_b>). We will not dwell on
this interesting point in this article. Entropic calculations will be compared with uncertainties,
which do not have a clearly cut, inambiguous definition, as we will comment below.
One of our main motivations of the present calculations is to better understand which are, for
each specific given physical system, the states 1_ > minimizing its quantum entropy, i.e. those
states satisfying
6>s(¢, I,/,>) + ,_1¢,>= o, < ¢1¢ >= 1. (17a- b)
,SIC,
Instead of directly solving this problem, which we cannot do now, we study the behaviour
of S(_, I_ >) for subfamilies ]_ > having a relevant physical origin, related to or stemming in
uncertainty relations.
It is worth recalling what is the genera] situation concerning uncertainties functionals [8].
Given two physical observables A1, A2 Schwarz's inequality tell us that, for physical states [_b >:
< ¢1¢ >= 1,
I(A1, A2, ]_b>) =
(AA_)(AA_)> 4-_1< [AI,A2I> Is =C([A_,A2],I,h >). (18)
MUS (minimum uncertainty states) are those for which I has a local minimum and IS (intel-
legent states) are states that satisfy the equality in eq. (18). The role of physical theories is to
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provide the value of commutator [A,, A2]. In principle one may find [_bMVS># IS, [¢1 # MUS
and l_b_vsd >. It seems that IS constitute a very large set, being the states corresponding to
intersection of two functionals.
Oj has two properties: i. is finite, i.e. it has irreducible unitary representations which are finite
(due to compactness of SO(3)) and ii. is non canonical, i.e. there are not additional observables
Kj : [Ji, K,] = i6ij • Oj is one the simplest physical systems where there are IS which are not
MUS [8]. The two kind of states that will be considered here are the coherent (CSS) [9] and the
intelligent spin states (ISS) [8].
CSS are given by
ICSS>-[r >_=R(r)l-j>= (i+ rr')-Je'Jl--j>
R(r).= exp{rJ+ }exp{In(1+ rz')J3}exp{-z*J_ }
= exp{-iSJ.},_ = (sin9,-cosg,0)
(19a)
(19b)
where
r=e- tan(T), 0<O_<_r, 0<_<2_r. (19c)
ISS [wj,,(r) > have been defined as those for which I(Jl, &, [to(r) >) = C(J3, Iw(r) >). They
turn out to be
Iw,.(r) >= a,Y_{v2Je"s+[-j >}, 0 < n < 2j (20a)
where
a. =_{ZtY_[vz + rr'(v - 2)(z - 2)12J}-½, (20b)
Y1F(y, z) - F(1, z), r v - r(1 - 2/y), r 2 = r "2 (20c - d)
In particular [wj,0(r) >= [-r > and Iwj,2j(r) >= [r > are CSS. We denote [m >i the
respective eigenstates of &,
&Ira >i= mira >i (21)
We first calculate S(Oj, ]r >). According to eqs. (16)
iffi3 mfj
S(¢_,lr >)= -_ _ I,< mlr > I_lnI,< mlr > I_. (22a)
i=l mf-j
It is immediate to obtain the values of ; < m[r > and its associated probabilities
I,a < mlr > ? =
{2(1 + rr')}-aJa(j,m)[1,i + rla(i+=)ll, i - rl at/-=), (22b)
13< mlr > Ia - {(1+ rr')}-2Ja(j, m)lrl 2(j+=), (22c)
a(j, m) - 2j!(j + m)!/(j - m)!.
No closed expression has been obtained for eq. (22a). The same happens with the entropy for
ISS. Its value is
i=3 m=j
s(¢a, Iw.(r) >) = -_ _ I,< mlw.(r) > I2lnl, < ml,o.(r) > I' (23)
i----1 m=-j
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where
2-'-'(-1, -i)P(j + m + p)!(p[(j - m - p)!)-*
p=O
p=j+m+p
(1,--i)q(q!(j + m + p-q)!)-'rJ+'n+n-qp_n +re+n-q, (24a)
qffiO
i< w,,(r)lm>3 12= a,,c_(J,m)½IT[20+')(_',,+=)2, (24b)
0 inlr/2 k
r = tan(_)e- , n E Z, p,, - YIO'_{VaJ-_(V _ 2)t}. (24c)
Fig. 1 shows the structure of S(Oj, 1¢ >) in terms of the 0,¢ parametrization eq. (19c). S
has local minimums at _ = n_'/2, 0 = ,r/2. Details of the 0 dependence for _ = nTr/2 appear in
fig. 2,3. It can be also observed that the minimum values of S increase with j.
Then we present in fig. 4 S(Ojlwj,n(r) >) for the first proper ISS lwm(_') > ([wl,0(_') > and
Iwt,2(r) > are CSS), and just to have a better feeling of it behaviour we show, in fig. 5, the shape
of S(Oj, Iwj,n(r) >) for j = 2, n = 1,3, proper non coherent intelligent spin states.
Then, fig. 6 shows that the minimum for S occur for the central ISS, i.e. in case of j = 2
for ]w2,2(1") >. In general it will occur for n = (j,j +/2) according to whether j is integer or
hMf-integer.
What can be said about the uncertainties?
In spite of arguments given [10] in favor of AJ -- (A J2) _D as the right quantity one should
take to define the uncertainty of 0j (AJ is a clear rotational invariant quantity), we will take
partial and full quadratic uncertainties 1(.]1, J2, Irk >),
I(¢_, Ig'>) = i(J,, 22),I¢ >) + I(23,&, Ig'>) + ICd3,Jl, 10>)
as the physical relevant quantities which provide an additional insight concerning informational
behaviour of Oj.
It seems to us that quadratic uncertainties are the typical elements of a quantum mechanically
based definition.
As it is shown in figs. 7,8 there is a sharp qualitative difference in the behaviour of I(Oj, I_b>)
and l(Ji,J2, lg' >). While l(Ji,J2, lw,,(1") > presents a local minimum at 0 = lr/2 (Irl-_ 1);
I(_j[Wj,n(_" >) has a local maximum at this same point.
Since S(Oj, [wj,,,(_" >) exhibits a local minimum at 0 = 7c/2 and the full uncertainty shows a
maximum, one cannot qualitatively relate anymore these two quantities through S -_ In I. these
property is exhibit in fig. 7 where it is shown the anomalus behaviour of I(¢_j, [Wi,n(l" ) >). Partial
uncertainty for 1(,11, J2, Iw_.,,(_') >) is shown in fig. 8. Its behaviour is completely different of the
full uncertainty. Partial uncertainty minima coincide with entropy minimums.
4 CONCLUSIONS
We have estimated the values of the quantum entropy (not to be confused with the statistical
quantum entropy due to the statistical mixture of quantum states) for monomode squeezed and
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two mode squeezed states. Calculations were extended to the angular momentum system _j
where the states we used to probe S(¢j) came from the natural generalization of the standard
coherent states or by 'imposing intelligence, i.e. states which satisfy the now operatorial Heisenberg
equality.
In this case, the proper central IS were shown to be the best ones, i.e. they minimize S(_j).
We systematically compared the behaviour of S(¢.I) with that of I(¢j) just to understand why
one must abandon the use of these latter quantities in favor of S(_j). We observed the presence
of anomalous behaviour in I(_j) when one considers ISS, giving xdditional support to the choice
of S(_j) as the right physical quantity one has to consider for every physical system.
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